
February 23, 2022 

Baby Ruth 
 

In the early years of Santa Chiara, a little girl came to us when she was about four months old. 

Her name was Ruth. For much of every day, she laid on a blanket outside my door in our second 

home. One day, I spotted a Baby Ruth candy bar at the market. I placed it on her blanket and took 

her photograph. From that moment on, she was known as (and continues to be) Baby Ruth. Like 

so many of our kids, her story is tragically sad. Her mother was homeless drug addict and 

alcoholic. She walked the streets with Baby Ruth, using her as a tool in her begging efforts. We 

took mother and child in. We tried our best to help the mother. We gave her menial jobs, just to 

keep her off the streets and to protect her infant daughter. The mother often came to Santa Chiara 

with alcohol on her breath. She was argumentative with the staff. I bought her material to pitch 

a tent not far from us. Her visits to see her daughter slowly declined. In time, we realized Baby 

Ruth was suffering from fetal alcohol syndrome. She was a huge problem. She would not listen 

to the staff or obey any instruction. She hit adults and kids. She often screamed nonstop. She 

would only listen to me. With great patience, she eventually calmed down a bit. Yet she was 

overly aggressive. When she was out of control, I was always summoned to calm her down. To 

this day, when ever she sees me, she rushes to my side. I often fear she will knock me over. 
 

 

 
Me & Baby Ruth on Saturday, February 19, 2022. 

A photo of the two us in on the page cover of my book Sunrise of the Soul. 



It really upsets me when a staff member loses their patience with her and treats her roughly as 

they try to get her do something she does not want to do. Yet I understand their frustration. When 

a new nurse was hired recently, I could see her impatience with Baby Ruth. The nurse speaks a 

bit of English. I pulled her aside and told her about Baby Ruth and the need to treat her with more 

understanding and tolerance. I must say, that when the Adventist school said they would admit 

Baby Ruth to the school, I was worried how she would do. I explained to the head of the school 

in detail the child’s early days. I’m happy to report Baby Ruth’s behavior has greatly improved; 

yet she still has flashes of toughness and unwillingness to follow instructions. Baby Ruth is still 

with us because she melts my heart. She was dealt a bad hand at birth. Her mother comes to visit 

her once or twice a year. Baby Ruth hardly knows her…and the mother does not know her 

daughter. Very sad. 
 

Speaking of bad behavior, we have a few toddlers who are very difficult to manage. One little 

girl is really impossible. On Saturday, I was passing out cookies in the early evening, a tradition 

that goes back to the very beginning of Santa Chiara. Dr. Steph was next to me. She and other the 

staffers were trying to get the kids to form an orderly line. Steph was also insisting that each kid 

say “Merci” (thank you) when I handed them a cookie. Most kids do say thanks, but some don’t. 

When she told this one girl to say “merci,” the girl refused. Steph took the cook from her. The girl 

threw herself on the ground and began screaming. She would not stop. One of the staff women 

picked her up. She was trying to drag the girl away. I noticed Bency watching the scene. I told 

the staffer, to let go of the girl. I motioned to Bency to deal with her. Bency took the girl’s hand 

and walked away. Bency was the world champ of misbehaving, a multi-gold medal winner in 

multiple categories of misbehaving. Within minutes, Bency returned to the line with the little girl. 

The girl said “Merci” and Steph gave her a cookie. This was a seminal moment for me. The kid 

who gave me more trouble than all the other kids combined was suddenly defusing a troubling 

situation. 
 

Baby Ruth and Bency are just two of the more than over a hundred kids who have lived with us 

for some stretch of time, not all of whom we could help. But with love and patience, we have 

made a huge difference the lives of kids whose future was beyond bleak when they first entered 

our gate.  
 

It saddens me to realize how much we did wrong. Yet, at least four kids would never have 

survived without our presence. I confess I am very tired of the grind. Steph makes my personal 

life in Haiti immensely better. Without Gabens, Santa Chiara would not have survived the mother 

and son that nearly destroyed the home (along with a number of malcontent staffers). Most of the 

ineffective staff have been compassionately removed and given the tools to survive on their own 

in their own little business. Some still receive on-going consoling with the psychiatrist.  
 

We are doing our best. Yet, it all could come crashing down by the end of next month without an 

influx of operating funds. If that happens, Steph, Gabens, and a few staff will remain behind along 

with a dozen kids which we will be able to care for at least until the end of the year. This thought 

brings tears to me eyes.  

 



Bleak Report on Haiti from the United Nations 
 

Last week, the Special Representative for Haiti at the United Nations issued a stark report that 

spelled out in detail how Haiti remains in “acute political and institutional crisis.” Despite some 

signs of progress in ending the political, economic, and humanitarian crisis that has worsened 

across Haiti since the assassination of its president last year, the situation there remains “fraught 

and highly polarized,” the UN envoy to the country told the Security Council on Friday. The 

report outlined the need for structural reforms to tackle gang violence, address impunity and 

corruption, strengthen the justice system and sustainably transform the economy. While the 

relative calm was observed on February 7th (the date when the assassinated President’s term 

officially ended) was a good sign, the gang violence continues to plunge major urban centers ino 

lawlessness and grief. “Criminal armed groups have a strong hold on the economic and social 

lives of millions…Their indiscriminate use of abduction, murder, as well as sexual and gender-

based violence, as a means to terrorize local populations in the fight to extend their territorial 

control is particularly abhorrent”, the report explained. Although the Haitian National Police has 

tried to stem the wave of violent crime, the “over-stretched, understaffed, and under-resourced 

police force, cannot on its own curtail the alarming rise in gang-generated insecurity.” 
 

The devastating earthquake of last August, which destroyed parts of the Southern Peninsula and 

killed 2,248 people, has added another layer of difficulty to an already dire humanitarian 

situation. The report declared, “It is now estimated that 4.9 million people, or 43% of the country’s 

population, will be in need of humanitarian assistance in 2022.” 

 

Meeting with Dr. Jean-Bertrand Aristide 
 

The meeting was scheduled from 2:30pm to 2:45pm. Steph and I were escorted into Aristide’s 

office at 2:27pm. The office was large; the walls line with bookcases. There was a number of pieces 

of Haitian art. He began on a very humble note, saying that he felt badly he could not greet me 

the week before when he met with “Dr. Stephanie” and the other women tasked with the job of 

overseeing the graduation ceremony. He said he could not feel any peace and so he quickly 

scheduled time to meet me. I joked saying that I was merely Dr. Steph’s driver that day and had 

no expectation of meeting him, nor did I merit taking up any of his time. Then I told him that if 

she mentioned our marriage just to tell you I was an Orbis author…and not mention I made two 

dozen film on poverty around the world or was once a Hollywood television producer. He then 

spoke of his book In the Parish of the Poor, which was published by Orbis Books in 1992.  
 

I told him that I knew his priesthood was motivated by the writing of Gustavo Gutiérrez, the 

diminutive Dominican priest from Peru who is considered the father of liberation theology. When 

I mentioned by admiration for Gutiérrez and added that I spent an evening with him in his room 

on the campus of the University of Notre Dame, Aristide got up and walked toward me. I stood 

up. He gave me a fist bump and said, “We are brothers.” We talked nonstop about writers we 

admired, including the former Franciscan priest from Brazil, Leonardo Boff. He mentioned his 

friendship with Bishop Thomas Gumbleton. When he said that name, I stood up and walked over 

to him and gave him a fist bump, saying, “We are brothers.” I went on to tell him about my 



meeting Bishop Gumbleton in Philadelphia and how he graciously agreed to appear in a film I 

was making on the homeless. I also met him in Detroit. He said Gumbleton stayed in touch with 

him during his years in exile in Africa.  

 

    
 

We spoke about the Church, Pope Francis, and the Gospel. He also told me a little about the 

university and hospital he founded. He said they were in examination week and how hard the 

tests were. I said, “And Steph actually passed.” He laughed. The conversation was natural and 

animated. I felt we had genuinely connected. I told him capsulated stories of two of our kids: 

Peter and Moïse. He seemed genuinely touched and thanked me for what I was doing for Haitian 

children in profound need. He was sorry for the two times my life had been threatened in Haiti. 

I gave him three of my books. As we headed for the door, he said, “I will learn more about you 

from your books.” The secretary appeared at the door because the meeting ran long, and his next 

appointment was waiting. We left at 2:52pm. A lot of ground had been covered. I believe we will 

meet again.  
  

Hours before the meeting I heard the news the great Dr. Paul Farmer had died in his sleep in 

Rwanda; he was only 62. At the end of the meeting, Aristide and I stood in his doorway, his 

secretary trying to get him to end the meeting. Yet Aristide wanted to talk about Paul Framer. He 

said, “I need to pinch myself because I can’t believe Paul is not with us anymore.” I had given 

Aristide’s Monday’s Journal which was all about Gustavo Gutiérrez, which happened to contain 

a quote from a book written by the Peruvian priest and Paul Farmer. My book Hidden in the Rubble 

contains this quote from Paul Farmer’s book Pathologies of Power: Health, Human Rights, and the 

New War on the Poor: 
 

“Working in contemporary Haiti, where in recent decades political violence has added 

to the worst poverty in the hemisphere, one learns a great deal about suffering. In fact, 

the country has long constituted a sort of laboratory for the study of affliction, no matter 

how it is defined. ‘Life for the Haitian peasant of today,’ observed the anthropologist 

Jean Weise some thirty years ago, ‘is abject misery and a rank familiarity with death.’ 

The biggest problem, of course, is unimaginable poverty, as a long succession of 



dictatorial governments has been more engaged in pillaging than in protecting the rights 

of workers, even on paper. As Eduardo Galeano noted in 1973, at the height of the 

Duvalier dictatorship, ‘The wages Haiti requires by law belong in the department of 

science fiction: actual wages on coffee plantations vary from $.07 to $.15 a day.’” 

 

 
 

Dr. Paul Farmer was a renowned infectious disease specialist who devoted his life to fighting 

deadly epidemics and spent the last several years working on four continents delivering health 

care to millions. Dr. Farmer was a professor of Medical Anthropology at Harvard Medical School. 

He worked as a physician in rural Haiti for twenty-five years fighting the hardest of diseases 

under the most adverse conditions. He was the founding director of Partners in Health. His death 

is an unimaginable loss for all of humanity. As a medical student, Dr Farmer decided to build a 

clinic in Haiti. It grew into a vast network serving some the world’s poorest communities. He was 

a truly amazing man. 
 

I later learned from Dr. Deluc that Aristide was very close friends with Dr. Paul Farmer. Farmer was the 

godfather of Aristide’s eldest daughter. 

 



 
Dr. Farmer and his Haitian wife, Dr. Didi Bertrand Farmer, and their three children. 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 


